. Since CQ{X) is essentially a torus, the lower bounds for / (I) in [16] yield the desired upper bound for \χ(x)/χ(l)\.
We may then assume that x is contained in a Levi complement Lj of a suitable standard maximal parabolic Pj. We write χ Pj = X\ + X2 + X3 + XA , where the irreducible constituents of χ\ are linear characters of Pj, the irreducible constituents of χι are nonlinear but have Uj in their kernels, the irreducible constituents of χι lie over nonprincipal Lj -invariant irreducible characters of Uj, and the irreducible constituents of X4 lie over irreducible characters of Uj which are not Lj -invariant.
We show that \χ\{x)\ is absolutely bounded by finding absolute upper bounds both for the multiplicities of the linear constituents of χ Pj and for the number of distinct linear constituents of χ Pj . We essentially get the best possible absolute upper bound for the multiplicities. The theory developed in [13] and [17] is used to bound these multiplicities in terms of corresponding multiplicities in the Weyl group W of G. We obtain only a crude absolute upper bound for the number of distinct linear constituents of χ Pj . Our bound involves the indices of certain large reflection subgroups of W in their normalizers.
Since Lj is a group of Lie type, an inductive hypothesis yields the desired bound for |/2(*)//2(l)l
To estimate χ?> , the results of [2] and Glauberman's character correspondence [15, 13 .1] are used to show that if θ is an irreducible constituent of (χs)uj > then Uj/Kerθ is extraspecial. It is here that we must exclude the groups in characteristic 2 and 3 mentioned above. Standard Hall-Higman type results then yield that |/3(JC)//3(1)| < Finally, χ 4 is handled by restricting to Lj and using an inductive hypothesis.
While our result is obviously not the last word on the problem of finding upper bounds for character values in groups of Lie type, we hope the reader will agree that our method offers a conceptual and effective approach to this problem.
I would like to thank P. Fong, P. Johnson, G. Seitz, and D. White for helpful conversations and correspondence related to this paper.
1. Preliminaries. This section contains preliminaries to our estimation of χι, χ 2 , X3 9 and χ 4 . Since we will apply an inductive hypothesis to Levi complements of parabolic subgroups, we must work with groups which are not necessarily quasisimple. Appropriate definitions and inductive machinery are introduced in this section. We also define the excluded "special" groups. The reason for their exclusion will not be apparent before §3. Finally, we estimate \x(x)/x(l)\ when x is contained in no proper parabolic of G.
We begin with some important conventions. All fields GF(q) considered in this paper will have at least 4 elements. All algebraic groups G will be over the algebraic closure GF(p) of the prime field GF(p). Algebraic groups and objects associated with them will be labeled with bars. We will denote by σ an endomorphism of (J such that Tj σ is finite. Since q > 4, we then have O p '(G σ ) = G σ . Following the usual convention, a simple algebraic group is semisimple with a simple root system and a possibly nontrivial center. A component of a finite group is a subnormal quasisimple subgroup. DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a finite group and p a fixed prime number. Let x be a p'-element of G. We say that x is admissible if x has prime order in G/Z(G). DEFINITION 
Let G be a simple algebraic group over GF(p).
Let σ be an endomorphism of G such that G σ is finite. We call G and G σ special (following [2] ) if p = 2 and the root system of G is B n , Cn, F 4 or Gι, or if p = 3 and the root system of (J is Gι. DEFINITION 1.3. Let G be a finite group. We say G is admissible if G = (y, <jf σ ), where G is a connected reductive algebraic group of characteristic p whose commutator subgroup is a product of simply connected and non-special simple components, and y is an admissible element of G σ .
REMARK. In the definition above, we don't exclude the possibility that y G G* σ . Thus G is either a central product of quasisimple groups of Lie type, or an extension of such a group by a cyclic group. The element y then induces inner times diagonal automoφhisms of the quasisimple factors of d a . We note that an admissible group has a split J9iV-pair obtained by intersecting the B and N subgroups of G σ with G. The parabolic subgroups of G are also obtained from those of G σ by intersection with G\ see [3, p. 103 
where Έ is a product of simple components of L. Let T be a σ-stable torus of L containing y. Then ΈΎ is a connected reductive group with ({KΎ) σ ) f = K. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that the simple components of ~K are simply connected. To prove this, we may assume that G is simple.
Let T\ be a simple component of L. We may assume that L is a standard Levi subgroup Tj, where / is (by abuse) a subset of a fundamental set Π for the root system G. Then L\ corresponds to a connected subset J\ of /.
Since d is simply connected, its diagonal subgroup H is the direct product of subgroups Ή a ,foτ a e Π, each isomoφhic to the multiplicative group of GF(p) see [7, pp. 197-198] . Let Έ λ be the direct product of the Ή a for a e J\. Then Hi is the diagonal subgroup of T\. Let Mi be the simply connected covering group of T\. Let θ: ~M\ -• T\ be the natural epimorphism, as in [7, p. 190 
, where z is a p'-element. The conclusion of the lemma follows with ψ e Irr(SL(2, q)).
Next suppose y induces an outer automorphism α of G r . Then q is odd. Since y has prime order mod Z{G) and the diagonal automorphism group of G f has order 2, we have a 2 = 1. Let H be the semidirect product (a)G r = (α)SL(2, q). If we can find abelian p 1 -groups Z, Z x , W, and W x such that G*Z = H*W and GL(2, ^)* Zi = H*Wχ, where * denotes a central product, then the conclusion of the lemma follows with ψ e Irr(GL (2, q) ).
To do this, let Z = (z) be a cyclic group of order \y\. Form the central product G*Z, where z 2 = y 2 e Z(G). Then yz" 1 is an involution which induces a on (?', and G*Z = ((J Z" 1 )^') *Z ^ H*Z . Next let ί e GL(2, ήf) induce α on SL(2, q). Then t is a semisimple element. Let Z\ = (z\) be a cyclic group of order |ί| and form the central product GL(2, g)*Z\ 9 where z\ = ί 2 G Z(GL(2, ^)). 
as in the conclusion of Lemma 1.10. Checking character tables ([11] , [18] ) shows that the last ratio is at most 2/(q -1) < 6/q . Hence we assume G φ SL(2, q).
We claim that there exists a group H and an element h e H such We therefore assume that yz~ι induces an inner automorphism of G . If r divides |Z(G')| = d, the claim holds as above. Hence we assume (r, |Z(G')|) = 1. For some element υ in the coset yz~ιG, G* is a central product G{υ). We have ^r e (?nZ(G) < Z(G ; ). Since r doesn't divide |Z(G')|, we have \O r ((v) To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that \ψ(h)/ψ(l)\ < 6/q for any nonlinear irreducible character ψ of H. Using Lemma 1.9,
where T is a torus of G'. By the order formula for tori (see [8, p. 98 Our work will be based on the following "comparison theorem" of McGovern [17] . By abuse, we will use the same symbol λ to denote the restriction of λ to the diagonal subgroup of G. The next remark, which is copied from [17, p. 421] , summarizes some of the main results of [13] . Here Φ is the root system of G, with fundamental system Π. REMARK 2.3. Let G be a group with a split BN-pair of characteristic p. Let A be a linear character of the diagonal subgroup of G. Define the A-parameters q a {λ) as in [13] . There is a prime power q of p such that q a (λ) = q c^ for all roots a in the root system Φ of W. In case G = G(q) is a finite group of Lie type, this prime power may be taken as the characteristic power q of G. Howlett and Kilmoyer proved that there is a semidirect product decomposition W(λ) = AC, where C is the reflection group with root system Γ = {a € Φ: q a (λ) ψ 1} and fundamental system Σ < Φ + , and A is an abelian /?'-group which normalizes C. Then a generic algebra A(λ) was constructed, which is an associative β[ί]-algebra with basis {X w -w E W(λ)}, satisfying the following multiplication (for aeA, beΣ, and we W{λ))\ sLww, " WyU) G 1 , Proof. Let W = W{D n ). Let 7 = FF(5 n ). Then W <Y < S n E n , where £" is the symmetric group of degree n, and 2s n is an elementary abelian group of order 2 n on which S n acts by permuting coordinates. Write elements of E n as row vectors with entries in GF(2). If j = n -1, then Yj ΠJV is the non-maximal standard parabolic subgroup of W corresponding to {1, ... , /ι -2} and YjW = Y. The argument in the preceding paragraph shows that the multiplicities in lψ nw are at most 2. Since Yj nW < W Jy it follows that the multiplicities in 1 ^ are at most 2. 
We will use the fact, proved below, that PQ has a cyclic commutator factor group to reduce the problem of bounding n{λ) to known results on the indices of reflection subgroups of W in their normalizers. LEMMA 
Next suppose G f is a twisted group over GF(q). Write G' = G σ , where G is a simply connected algebraic group over GF(p), and σ = qτ, where # is the #th power Frobenius endomoφhism of G, and τ is a nontrivial graph automorphism. Let PQ = 7 σ , where P is a standard σ-stable parabolic of G. Since G is a simply connected Chevalley group over GF(p), its diagonal subgroup F is a direct product of subgroups // α , where a ranges over a fundamental set of roots for G and each H a is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of GF(p). As in the preceding paragraph, we may write Ή = H\ x Ή2, where I/2 ^ ^' an d ^1 is the direct product of the Ή a as a ranges over a single τ-orbit of fundamental roots of G. This notation differs from that of §2. Let Σ be the root system of G, and let Π be a fundamental system for Σ. Choose K < Π, abusing notation, so that P = (P κ ) σ , where TK is the standard parabolic of G corresponding to K. Thus K f = Π -K will consist of a single τ-orbit of fundamental roots. The unipotent radical VK of T κ is the product of the root groups U β for β G Σ+ -Σ* .
We differ slightly from [2] , where instead of PK , the authors work with the "opposite" parabolic generated by T κ and the negative root groups in Σ-Σ^ By [2, p. 561], passing from Ύ κ and (P κ ) σ to their opposites merely replaces the modules W s defined below by their duals, which is harmless for our purposes. We also remark that the results of [2] apply to all parabolic subgroups, not just the maximal parabolics considered here.
For β e Σ+ -Σ κ , write β = β κ + β κ >, where β κ is a linear combination of fundamental roots in K, and similarly for β κ >. Write The results above need not hold without our assumption that G is not "special".
To describe Ws, we need more notation. For G untwisted and S a shape on level /, define Vs to be the image in M(i) of the product of all root subgroups Uβ, for β of shape S. Define Vs similarly for G.
If Proof. First suppose G is untwisted. Let K 1 = {a}. All roots on level 1 have the same shape. To show that this shape contains a root distinct from a, we need only show that for some fundamental root β Φ a, that a + kβ is a root for some positive integer k. Root chain considerations [7, p. 37] show that this is the case whenever β is not orthogonal to a. Now suppose G is twisted. If \K'\ = 1, then the unique shape on level 1 contains more than one root, as above. We then assume \K'\ > 1. The shape S consists of all roots of the form a + Σ ieK c/α z , where a is a fixed fundamental root in K
1 . An easy case-by-case check shows that there is always a fundamental root α, € K which is not orthogonal to α. (Recall that G has rank at least 2 as a twisted group.) Hence we get two roots of shape S as above. LEMMA 
Let S be a shape in Σ+ -Σ κ which contains only one root. Then level (S) = 2 and LQ centralizes M(2). The commutator form from Af(l)xAf(l) to M(2) is nondegenerate, GF(q)-bilinear, and Lo-invariant.
Proof. First we claim that level (S) = 2. Suppose G is untwisted. If G is a classical group, there are at most two levels of roots in Σ + -ΣK, and so our claim follows from Lemma 3.2. For the exceptional groups, we merely check the lists of positive roots in [4] or [19] . We find that for F4, Eβ, Eη, and E%, there is exactly one maximal subset K of Π for which Σ + -ΣK has a shape (i.e. level) consisting of just one root, and this always occurs on level 2. For such K, there are only two levels of roots in Σ + -ΣK . For type G2, both possibilities for K have a unique root (only) on level 2, and there are two or three levels of roots in Σ + -ΣK . Next suppose G is twisted. If \K'\ = 1, then a shape in Σ + -Σ κ is the same thing as a level, and the claim follows as in the preceding paragraph. Hence we assume \K'\ > 1. For types 2 A n and 2 D n , the highest level in Σ + -Σ# is 2. For type 3 Z> 4 , with K = {a 2 }, the fundamental root fixed by τ, there are three levels. Level 2 consists of single τ-orbit of shapes, each containing only one root. Level 3 consists of one τ-invariant shape, which contains two roots. For type 2 E 6 , there are only two levels when K 1 = {a\, a 6 }, the outer pair of nodes exchanged by τ. When K 1 = {#3, as}, the inner pair of nodes exchanged by τ, there are four levels. The shapes of level at least 2 for these sets K f are OL\ + a 6 , α 3 + a 5 , 2α 3 + α 5 , α 3 + 2α 5 , and 2α 3 + 2α 5 . All of these shapes contain at least two roots. This proves our first claim.
We next claim that L o centralizes Af (2) . By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that there is only one τ-orbit of shapes on level 2, since M(2) would then be a trivial GF (# c 2 A n , then we get a one-root shape only when K f = {a\, a n } , the outermost pair of nodes exchanged by τ. Here there is only one shape on level 2, namely a\ + a n . This proves our second claim.
We now claim that there is only one τ-orbit of shapes on level 1. As in the preceding paragraph, this is clear when G is untwisted or when \K'\ = 1. The only other cases we have to consider are 3 Z>4 with K = {a 2 } and 2 A n with K 1 = {a\, a n }. In both cases we see that there is a unique τ-orbit of shapes on level 1. This proves our claim. It follows that M{\) is a single P-chief factor. Since (7(1)' = *7(2) and [t/(l), (7(2)] = C/(3), there is a welldefined commutator form from M(\) x M{\) to M [2) . Since LQ centralizes M (2) , this form is Lo-invariant. Since M{\) is a P-chief factor, Z(£/(l)/£/(3)) = C/(2)/t/(3) = Λ/(2). Hence the commutator form is nondegenerate.
It remains to show that the commutator form is GF(#)-bilinear. If G is untwisted, the GF(#)-structure on each M(ι) is determined by sxβ(t) = xp(st), where s and t are scalars in G¥{q) and Xβ{t) is a root element for β e Σ + -ΣK see [2, p. 554] . For G twisted, we have s{x β {t)x β τ(t q )) = Xβ(st)x β r(st q ) when |τ| = 2 and s € GF(q) 9 t e GF(q 2 ), etc. The Chevalley commutator formula now implies that the commutator form is GF(#)-bilinear. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
The key to our next result is the Glauberman character correspondence [15, 13.1], which says that when a solvable group S acts coprimely on a group G, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 5-invariant irreducible characters of G and the irreducible characters of CG(S) . Proof. Since HQ fixes θ, [15, 13.24] implies that HQ fixes a nonidentity conjugacy class of £//. By [15, 13.10] , HQ fixes a nonidentity element u e Uj. Writing w as a unique product of elements from root groups, we see that HQ centralizes a nonidentity element v of some root group in Uj .
We claim that Q/ (//o) is a root group of order q 3 when G is of type 3 Z>4, and is a root group of order q in all other cases, and also see [7, p. 194] . Here Aβ γ is the Cartan integer associated with β and γ ([7, P. 38]).
Since H o centralizes v , it follows that s Λ fy = 1 for all s e GF(q*). Since \Aβ γ \ < 3, with equality only when Σ is GΊ , this implies that Aβ γ = 0 when q > 5. The same is true when q = 4, since we are excluding the "special" group G 2 (4) .
Hence γ is orthogonal to Σj. It follows that [Uβ, U γ ] = 1 for all β eΣj, and so LQ centralizes ί/ y . The maximality of / implies that γ must be the unique positive root orthogonal to Σj . It follows that CUJ(HQ) = CUJ(LQ) = U y , which has order q. Now suppose that G is twisted. Viewing G' as a subgroup of an untwisted Chevalley group G over GF(#l τ l), write v as a product of root elements of G as in [7, 13.6.3] . (Since we are only interested in computing Cu (Ho) 9 it doesn't matter that Gf is simply connected, while adjoint groups are considered in [7] .) Then υ = x y (t)y, where γ e Σ + -Σ#, t Φ 0, and y is a product of elements in other root subgroups of G which belong to the τ-equivalence class of γ. Since Ho normalizes each root subgroup of G, we see that H o centralizes x γ (t) in G. By [7, p. 239-41] , the generators of HQ have the form h β (s) (s e GF(tf)*), or h β (s)h β τ(s*) (s e GF(q 2 )*), or the analog for s e GF(q 3 )*, where in all cases β e Π κ . It follows that, respectively, It follows as above that every root subgroup Uβ of G, for β e Σ#, centralizes U γ and the root groups of G in the τ-equivalence class of U γ . Hence LQ centralizes the root subgroup of G which corresponds to the τ-equivalence class of γ. The preceding argument shows that any root group in Uj centralized by HQ is also centralized by LQ .
We claim that, as in the untwisted case, there is only one root group in Uj centralized by HQ . When \K'\ = 1, this is clear because γ, in the preceding paragraph, must be the unique positive root orthogonal to the maximal parabolic subsystem Σ#. Since γ is then τ-invariant, \C ϋj {H 0 )\ = q when \K'\ = 1. Now suppose \K'\ > 1. Since LQ centralizes a root group in Uj, LQ centralizes the image in some M(ϊ) of this root group. This root group image is then invariant under L = LQH . Hence LQ centralizes some P-chief factor in Uj, so LQ centralizes W$ for some shape S. By Lemma 3.1, there is only one root in Σ + -Σ# of shape S. Thus S satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3. The proof of Lemma 3.3 shows that, since \K'\ > 1, G must be of type 2 A n or 3 Z>4 with K' = {a\, a n } or {a\, #3, #4} respectively. In both cases, LQ acts trivially on Af (2), which is isomorphic to a root subgroup of G,
Moreover, L o has no other trivial composition factors in Uj. Since any root subgroup centralized by #0 is also centralized by LQ , as remarked above, it follows that Cy (Ho) is a single root subgroup of G. This root subgroup has order q when G is of type 2 A n and order q Thus in all cases CU^HQ) = CU^LQ) maps isomorphically onto M (2) . In particular, LQ centralizes M (2) .
Let 1 Φ λ be a linear character of Af (2) . View λ as an irreducible character of 17 (2) .
Suppose first that G is not of type 3 Proof. Let / be the inertia group of θ in Pj. Since P'j = /, / is normal in Pj. Hence if x φ /, then χ(x) = 0. Therefore we assume that x e I. 
Main theorem.
Let G be a simple admissible group, Pj a standard maximal parabolic of <?, and χ e Irr(G). There exists an absolute constant N such that χp has at most iV -1 linear constituents, counting multiplicities. By Theorems 2.10 and 2.17, we may take N = 1 + 13 576. We now state our main theorem, which will be proved at the end of this section. Proof We have G = SL(2, q) or SU (3, q) . By Lemma 1.10, or an entirely similar argument when G 1 = SU(3, q), we see that it suffices to establish the inequality in the statement of this lemma for all noncentral semisimple elements of SL(2, q), GL(2, q), SU(3, q), and U(3, q).
For SL(2, q), GL(2, q), and U(3, q), we can do this by checking character tables ([11], [18], [12] ). It remains to consider SU(3, q) 9 whose character table seems not to be available in the literature.
If x G G = SU(3, q) is contained in no proper parabolic of G, then C G (x) is a torus of (?, so \χ(x)\ < |CG(*)| We now assume that L'j = K\K2, the case of three components being entirely similar.
If x e L'j, write x = X\X2, with X\ e K\ and Xι e Kι % By the definition of admissible triple, JC/ $ Z{K{) for / = 1, 2, and so each Xj has prime order modulo Z{Kϊ). Then (Kf, xfi is a simple admissible pair for / = 1, 2. We may write χ{x) = X\{x\)Xi{x2) with Xi € Irr(ϋΓ/), for / = 1, 2. We assume both χ x and χ 2 are nonlinear, the other case being easier. The inductive hypothesis yields \Xi{Xi)\ < (3N/q) Xi Either S has Lie rank 1 or S is some PSL(n, q). Since x centralizes no component of G, x £ Ker θ. Set G = Gj Ker θ.
In the rank 1 case, since q > 11, θ is the Steinberg character of G. Hence |0(*)| < θ(l)/q < (3N/q)θ(l) -27V, since_0(1) > q.
We now assume S = PSL(n, q) with n > 3. Then G is PSL(«, q) or ( j )PSL(ft, q), where y is a //-element of prime order. Since y induces an inner times diagonal automorphism of PSL(«, q), G is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(n, q). By [5, p. 8 ] G has two doubly transitive permutation representations, which are conjugate under the inverse transpose automorphism of PGL(AZ , q). Hence we may assume that 1 + θ is the permutation character for the action of G on the points of PG (« -1, q) . Let d\, ... , d r be the dimensions of the eigenspaces, if any, of a preimage of 3c in GL(n, #). 
